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PREFACE

I This report describes, with considerable technical detail, several techniques

for measuring the tension in cables used for guyed structures. These methods
were applied to several guyed structures used at Rome Air Development Center's

Stockbridge Antenna Test Site. This report includes all analytical computa-

bridge. Also included are advantages, disadvantages, and comparisons of
several techniques of measuring cable tensions. This work was accomplished

udrJob Order No. 21140601 and was performed during the time period from MayI81 to Sep 81. Mr. Nicholas Forlenza was employed by RADC under the Summer
Engineering Aid Program. The authors wish to 'thank Mr. Theodore Prossner for
his advice and the use of his optical equipment.
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I INTRODUCTION

The Rome Air Development Center uses numerous guyed structures for commruni-

cation, radar, and antenna test programs performed at several site locations.

At the Stockbridge Antenna Test Site, for example, 12 guyed structures are used

for the Computer Controlled Antenna Measurement System (CCAMS). Included is a

guyed jib crane structure 250 feet high with a 210 foot horizontal boom, two 180I foot interconnected steel towers, plus several guyed steel and wood structures.
See frontispiece. The guy cables are the critical support members for t',2se

structures. Structural deflections, stability, and the survival of these
structures when subjected to loading situations depend upon the initial, or
pretension, cable tensions. These prescribed tensions must be periodically
checked and adjusted if necessary. In several past efforts guy cables were
checked by removing and resetting the tension with an in-line force gage. A
length of cable, with a force gage and turnbuckle in line, was connected several

feet above the ground anchor to the cable being reset. This new cable was then

tensioned to the desired pretension value while the lower port ion of the tower

cable went slack. The tower cable was then adjusted using its turnbuckle until

the needle of the force gage in the added short length of cable just began to
drop. At this time the added cable would be untensioned and removed. This

procedure was very time consuming, particularly with large diameter cables.
During the 1974 and 1975 time period, a vibration technique was developed and
tested at RADC's Ava Test Site with good results. When the requirement to check
all of the guyed structures used for the Computer Controlled Antenna Measurement
System at Stockbridge was made, it was decided that alternate techniques, par-

ticularly the vibration method, should be investigated. The original cable
tensioning efforts at Stockbridge were made using the "sag method" for some
cables and a clamp on tensiometer for others. Both methods have disadvantages

that are discussed in this report. Appendix I of this report contains a
complete documentation of the guy cable data for the guyed structures of the
CCAMS. The installation tensioning methods and required cable data are docu-

mented in addition to the field data collected and analyzed for this present

effort.



11 THE SAG METHOD

Of all the methods described in this report, the sag method is the only one

that does not deform the cable to determine the tension. This eliminates any

possibility of damage to the cable or towers. Sag is a widely accepted method

of tensioning cables especially when a tensiometer cannot be used. Cable
tensions measured by the sag method will be used as a standard to which the

other methods will be compared.

The theory behind the sag method is based on the geometry of a cable
hanging between end supports. Generally, a cable allowed to deform under its

own weight will take the shape of a parabola, providing it is taut. If a scope

is attached tangent to the cable, a point will be viewed under the end support

at the tower as shown in Figure 1. The distance from the viewed point to the end
bteneedsupportsisknon), the wp.Teitpercp iafunitnt of the abest),ande
suptwikona the inupotercet. he itperceptis alfnti of the dist(),ane

the tension (T). The distance (L) can be measured and the weight per unit
length can be obtained from the cable manufacturer. Thus, the tension will be a
function of the intercept. The relationship given in Reference 1 (Pg 110) is as
follows:

T = WL 2

21

Where

W =Weight per unit length (lbs/ft)

L = Length between the end supports (f t)KI = Intercept (ft)
FT = cable Tension (lbs)

However, in practice, the above relationship cannot be directly applied due to

two required corrections for the value of the intercept. The first correction

is for scope displacement. The true intercept is found by the tangent to the

cable taken from the cable center line. The line of sight of the scope is
parallel to the tangent, however, and is displaced from the cable. To correct

for this, a measurement must be made from the center line of the cable to the
center of the eye piece of the scope as shown in Figure 2. This distance is a

component of the vertical correction (S) which must be subtracted from the
direct reading (R). The second correction is due to horizontal target displace-

4ment. If the intercept is read from a target in front of or behind the end
support, a correction must be made to interpolate to the working point reference

2
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line. Examples of target displacement can be seen in Figures 3 and 4.
It should be noted that a third correction is needed when the scope cannot be

placed directly on the lower work point. The distance between the scope and the
work point (D) must be subtracted from the length (L). This effectively places
the scope at the lower point.

PROCEDURE

1. Follow the procedure for leveling the scope described later.
2. Choose a location on the cable close to the lower work point where there are
no cable attachments or wrappings. (To reach this point, a ladder may be
needed).

3. Measure the distance from the scope to the lower work point (D).

4. Clamp the cable holder to the cable making sure not to exert any external
forces on the apparatus.

5. Look through the scope and rotate until the target can be seen. Record the
target reading intercepted by the horizontal cross hair.

6. Using a ruler, measure the perpendicular distance from the center of the eye
piece to the center of the cable.
7. Acquire values for length (L), weight per length of the cable (W), angle of

inclination (ai), and detailed geometry of the end supports.

SAMPLE CALCULATION

Referring to Figure 5

Given Data:
D = 10 ft

L = 175 ft

W = .517 lb/ft

M = 2.5 inches

a= 420

Recorded Data:

Direct scope reading (C) =2'71" 2.625'

Perpendicular scope correction (F) = 2.75" =.229'

Calculation of Proper Intercept5

P M tan
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Vertical scope correction (G) = F
Cos a

I=C+P-G

(Note: P is Positive if work point is in front of target leg, Figure 3
P is negative if work point is in back of target leg, Figure 4)

For Figure 5

I C+ P - G

I C + M tan a - F
Cos (I

I = 2.625' + (2.5) tan 420 - .229(M -n--cos 420

1= 2.50 ft

Calculation of Effective Length

K = L-D

K = 175 - 10 ft

K = 165 ft

Calculation of Tension

T = WK2 = (.5171b/ft)(165ft)
2

2T 2(2.50ft)

T = 2,809 lbs

FIELD OBSERVATIONS

The sag method is an effective way to measure guy cable tension. It is

recommended for use on long cables with large sag. However, for large numbers

of guy cables, the sag method becomes very time consuming. For each cable,

several necessary steps are required. Separate targets must be properly mounted
at the upper end support of each cable. Placing targets requires climbing the
towers and working at difficult and awkward locations. Through analysis of the

sag equation, it is noted that the length (L) is a critical parameter due to its

squared relationship with the tension. Thus, it is imperative to have accurate
lengths. To correct for the problem of target displacement, a detailed sketch

and dimensions of the upper work point of each cable is required as well as the

cable angle (a).

8
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Prior to the measuring of any sag data, the scope should be leveled to insure

that the line of sight is parallel to the cable tangent. It is noted that when

the scope is repeatedly placed on a cable in approximately the same position,
multiple readings will be obtained. It is advisable that, for each cable,
several readings be taken and the most probable intercept value be chosen for
the calculations. Also, high winds cause large fluctuations in the scope read-I ings. It is advisable to choose a day with proper weather conditions.

Although the sag method is accurate for most applications, it requires a
great deal of preparation. For this reason, alternate methods of measuring guy

cable tensions are addressed in this report.

LEVELING THE SCOPE

To level a scope for use in the sag method, it is imperative that the cable

holder is parallel to the line of sight of the scope. The parallel adjustment

of the scope and holder is shown to be critical by an analysis which follows.

The analysis shows large deviations in tension for small errors. The adjustment

can be accomplished with the aid of a bubble level which is attached directly to
the scope. The bubble level is used only to insure that the line of sight of the
scope is parallel to the cable. However, before this can be done, the bubble

level must be adjusted. Basically the overall procedure is as follows:

1. Adjust the bubble level to the line of sight.

2. Level a short length of the appropriate cable.

3. Place the scope and cable holder over the leveled cable and adjust the holder

'until the bubble is centered.
The adjustment of the bubble level attached to the scope as shown in Figure 6

is the most difficult step. The proper order of the process is to level the line
of sight and then adjust the bubble level to indicate this. To level the line of

sight another reference is required. Although a floor may appear to be level it
is not accurate enough for this experiment; thus, no reference assumption can be
made from it. There are several ways to bring the line of sight to level and all
require an adjustable tripod. It should be noted that for ease of adjustment,A the tripod should be set up so that the diagonal of the square connecting the
adjusting screws lies on the line of the targets. An arrangement of this kind

10
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allows adjustment to affect only one dimension of the scope's view.

The leveling methods are:

1. Mirror Reflection

2. Level Plate

3. Two Targets

(Note: For all methods, see Figure 6)

1. Mirror Reflection Method

If a mirror is placed on a wall and adjusted to lie perfectly vertical at

approximately the same height of the scope, it will be possible to get the line

of sight parallel to horizontal. Shooting the scope at the mirror and lining

the crosshairs with the reflection of the center of the scope will bring it into

level. The greater , stance between the scope and the mirror, the greater

the accuracy. Art,- -:ope is horizontal, the bubble can be centered. The

difficulty with :, ....od is the time required to accurately level a mirror at

the proper height e wall.

2. Level Plate Method

A screw zdjusteble plate can be brought to level by trial and error adjusting

using a precision level. Once completed, place the scope and tripod on the

plate and attach a target to the wall a reasonable distance from the scope.

Focus the scope and take a target reading. Now rotate the base 1800 and take

another reading keeping the scope in the same direction. Adjust the tripod and

keep on taking readings until identical readings are achieved. Center the

bubble and the process is complete.

3. Two Target Method

The two target method is convenient since no level or vertical surface is

required. Instead of using a level surface, this method uses two points at the

same elevation to level the line of sight. To find these supplementary points,

the scope and tripod are placed on a table equal distance from two targets so

that the tripod and the targets lie in a straight line (Figure 7, Position 1).

The targets should be as far apart as reasonably possible. The next step is to

level the tripod in all directions which can be done by adjusting it so that the

bubble is centered and remains centered after a scope rotation of 1800. This is

achieved by trial and error adjusting both the tripod and the bubble level.

11
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When this condition is achieved, it cannot be assumed that the line of sight is
level; however, it will have the same slope when rotated 1800. Since the scope

is equidistant from the targets and the slope of the line of sight is a con-
stant, the readings viewed on the targets will be at the same elevation
(reference points). Next, place the scope and tripod setup to a point still in

line with the targets but not between them. A favorable position would be where
one of the targets is equidistant from the other target and the scope (Figure 7,
Position 2). Aim the scope at the targets and lock it from rotation. Slowly

turn the tripod so the scope view moves only in the vertical direction. Adjust
the view so the horizontal crosshair is the same distance above or below each

reference marker on their respective targets. This distance is denoted by the

variable D in Figure 7. This will occur only when the scope is level and the
bubble is centered. If the bubble is not centered, adjust it with a steel pin.

The scope can now be leveled by simply centering the bible.

The procedure can be checked by moving the tripod to an arbitrary position.

From this position, view both targets to make sure that the readings are equi-

distant from the reference markers. If this situation occurs, the procedure was
done correctly.

Leveling the Cable Holder (Figure 8)

There are many design possibilities for the cable holder. This makes a

standard leveling procedure nearly impossible; however, there is a general
approach. Acquire an appropriate length of cable and clamp it to a chair. By

trial and error adjusting of its ends, level the cable with a precision level.

rRemove the scope from the tripod and attach it to the cable holder. Most cable
holders will attach to the scope in two places, both of Which allow for

adjustment. To prevent problems from occurring , tighten one adjustment so that
the slope of the scope is only dependent on the other adjustment. Place the

apparatus on the leveled cable and adjust until the bubble level ic centered.

Now tighten the cable holder.

An error analysis was performed to determine the effect of the scope adjust-

ment on the calculated tension. The analysis was carried out as follows. The
sag method is applied to a cable with a known tension. The analysis calculates

the intercept and the angle of the scope with respect to the horizonital. Then

the tension is recalculated deviating the scope angle (by 1 0 and .10) from the

proper angle.

13
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The values of tension for both cases will be compared to the proper value to

llustrate the importance of the scope adjustment.

Tension Error Caused By Scope Error

Consider a typical tower application

V HV

First calculate the proper intercept

T = WL
2

2T

Therefore I = WL
2

2T

Let L = 347.89 ft

H = 246 ft

- W = 4.73 lb/ft

T = 68,000 lbs

I (4.7331b/ft)(347.89ft)
2

2(68,000 Ibs'

I 4.21ft Proper intercept reading for designated

68,000 lbs pretension

Calculating 8 for above I:

S=tan (H-I)

6 = tan-1 (246-4.21)

e = 44.510 (for a tension of 68K)

16
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Suppose the scope was one degree (10) from parallel with the tangent to the

cable, the new angle will be called 0'

0' = 44.51 - 1 43.510

Tan 43.51 246 - I-

I = 12.51 ft

Now calculating the corresponding tension using I:

T' = WL2 = (4.731b/ft)(347.89ft)
2

2T 2(12.51 ft)

T' = 22,881 lbs

Now performing the same calculation 
with an error of .10

e = 44.51 - .1 = 44.410

tan 44.41 = 246-IV

IV = 5.01 ft

Calculating the corresponding tension

T' = WL
2 = (4.731b/ft)(347.89ft)

2

2T - -2(5.01ft)

T' = 57135 lbs

Results:

Proper Tension With No Error 68,000 lbs

Tension With 10 Error 22,881 lbs

Tension With .10 Error 57,135 lbs

A second example for a shorter tower:

W = 2.10 lb/ft

H = 103.69 ft

L = 146.64 ft

T = 28,000 lbs (proper)

I = WL2 = (2.10 lb/ft)(146.64ft)
2

IT (28,O00 Ib)

17
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I= .806 ft = 9.68 in

6 = tan -1 (H-I) = tan -  (103.69-.806)T-TT 103.0

o = 44.780

With 10 error

V= 43.78

tan 43.78 = (103.69 - V)

V = 4.34 ft

T- = (2.1)(146.64)2
i 2(4.34)

T' = 5206 lbs

With .10 error

0 = 44.68

tan 44.68 = (103.69-I')

V = 1.15ft

T- = (2.1)(146.64)2
2(1.15)

T' = 19602 lbs

Results:

Proper Tension with no Error 28,000 lbs

Tension with 10 Error 5,206 lbs

Tension With .10 Error 19,602 lbs

The results of this analysis show the need of having a properly adjusted scope.

An angular error of only .10 results in a tension error of 20 percent. It is

concluded that sufficient care must be taken when adjusting the scope.

III CLAMP ON DEFLECTION TENSIOMETER METHOD

One of the major considerations for measuring guy cable tensions is the

ease and quickness of taking the readings. This becomes more important with

large numbers of cables. It is also desirable not to require steel construction

18



workers to climb the towers to place targets or make physical measurements. The

clamp on tensiometer is an attractive method. It does not require climbing

towers or making special preparations. Once the tensiometer has been

calibrated, readings can be taken as quickly as the tensiometer can be clamped

onto the cable.

The tensiometer's theory is relatively simple. A known deflection is put in

the cable by three forces which are applied in the same plane, perpendicular to

the nondeflected center lines. A single meter reading determines the magnitude

of these forces. Knowing these forces, the deflection, and the cable geometry,

a tension can be found by force resolution of a cable segment.

A practical method of determining the magnitude of the applied force normal

to the cable is shown in Figure 9. One of the positions of force application is

attached to a cantilever beam which creates a small displacement. The

displacement is measured and used to calculate the applied force through a

cantilever deflection equation. The displacements are linearly related to the

force applied.

CALIBRATION OF THE TENSIOMETER

DIRECT METHOD:

The most obvious and practical way to calibrate the tensiometer would be to

attach it to cables with known tensions and then develop a graph of tension

versus cantilever beam deflection. This would be very accurate, but it does

pose some practical problems. A lab calibration requires the availability of

proper testing equipment. This case would involve a tensile testing machine able

to stretch long cable specimens. The tensiometer could have a length of

approximately two feet. Many tensile machines can only test specimens of a few

inches in length. Also, the end connections of the cables must be compatible

with the tensile testing machine mounts which are usually threaded. An

important consideration is that each size and type of cable be calibrated

individually. This results in a different table and calibration for each type

of cable. It is also possible to have cables in the field which are tensioned to

known values using an in-line force gage. With the known tensions, a

calibration can then be performed for that type of cable. If there is not an

opportunity to directly calibrate the tensiometer, then an analytical method

may be used.

19
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ANALYTICAL METHOD:

The analytical approach is to determine tension by force resolution. This

requires knowledge of the geometry of the deflected cable. In all cases, prior

to attaching the tensiometer, we will assume a short segment of the cable under
tension to be straight. Since we are using a relatively small deflection
compared to the test length of the cable, we can also assume the cable remains

straight a small distance outside the end clamps of the tensiometer. Between
the clamps, the cable can take the shape of a string or a beam depending upon the
bending strength of the cable. Once the geometry is known, the forces are
resolved about either end point of the tensiometer (Figure 10). Neither the

magnitude nor the direction of the end forces are known; however, we do know the
vertical component would be equal to P. With the assumption that the cable is

perpendicular to the central applied force, a critical parameter is the angle 0

(Figure 10). 0 is directly dependent on the cable properties and eventually
will result in a major error consideration for the analytical method of
tensiometer calibration.

Error Analysis When Using the Analytical Method

To Measure Cable Tension

It is strongly emphasized that the most accurate measurements of cable
tensions with a clamp on deflection tensiometer are obtained when the device has

been calibrated with the exact size and type of cable under known tensions. If
direct calibration is not possible, then the analytical method of resolving
forces at one of the end clamps of the tensiometer may be used. As previously

indicated, the amount of beam-like properties of the short length of cable

.1 between the end clamps of the tensiometer will effect the accuracy of the force
resolution. Referring to Figure 10, the angle 0 for a fixed deflection would be
larger for a stiff cable as compared to a cable behaving like a string. Also, it
has been observed that clamping the tensiometer on a length of stiff cable that
was completely untensioned results in a large meter reading.

To properly evaluate these errors, three cases are to be considered:

1. The cable behaves like a perfect string.

2. The cable behaves like a beam.

3. The cable behaves like a string with varying amounts of beam properties.
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1. The Perfect String

Since a perfect string supports no bending moment, the cable will be straight
between points of force application, as shown in Figure 11. This simplification
eliminates all curves from the diagram and allows e to be calculated from the
geometry of the included right triangle.

8 a-1

As previously stated, once 6 is known the tension can be found by force
resolution by the equation:

T= P
2s-in 0 (Figure 12)

2. Cable As A Beam
In the case of assuming the cable to behave as a beam, the angle 0 beconmes

much more difficult to evaluate. Consider a beam on simple end supports with a
concentrated center load. Without an axial load, the angle 0 can he evaluated

by the well known beam deflection equation:

O
T&EI

However, with an axial load applied, the relationships between deflections and

lateral load become very complicated and include the unknown axial force as
well. For example, a simply supported beam of length "P", loaded by a

* ~concentrated load of magnitude ''w"n with an axial load in tension of ''P' has a
deflection "y" at the center of the beam given by the following:

y-w (I -1 j tanh I1U) where

tanh =hyperbolic tangent

Thus, since "P" is an unknown (the desired value of the cable tension), force
resolution of a clamp on tensiometer becomes difficult for finding the axial

tension in a beam. It should further be noted that "I", the bending moment of
inertia, cannot be computed for a stranded cable because the cross section
material is not homogeneous.
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3. String With Varying Amounts of Beam Properties

A further evaluation reveals a method to treat the cable as a string with
varying amounts of beam properties. Figure 13 shows a free body diagram of a
short length of cable with the applied forces from the tensiometer. We have now
chosen to analyse the boxed in section of Figure 13 which has been enlarged and
is shown in Figure 13a with all the forces acting on it. The cable exhibits two
characteristics due to its beam properties. They are the shear force (s), acting
perpendicular to the deflection of the cable, and the bending moment(M) which is
created by the right cable tension force being displaced from the point of
resolution by a distance (d). If these properties could be eliminated, the

cable would act as a perfect string and could be evaluated as such. A
reasonable approach would be to clamp the tensiometer on to a length of
untensioned cable and record the meter reading. Then this value could be
subtracted from readings taken on tensioned cables. Would this approach
eliminate these beam properties? To do this we will analyze two cases, the
tensioned and untensioned cases. Figure 13b shows the forces of the cable
segment from Figure 13a summed about the point of the applied tensiometer force.
To simplify the diagram we have displaced the tension to the point of resolution
and applied a moment to compensate for it (Figure 13c). The moment created is
equal but opposite to the bending moment.

M = Td

Now resolving the forces of Figure 13c in the vertical direction:
P = T sin 9 + S cos al (t6erlsioned cable)*17

Now consider the case where the tens iometer is clamped on the same cable without
tension. The force variables for the untensioned case will be designated by primed
notation. Therefore, by resolving the force diagram (Figure 13d)

PO- So Cos a 0 (untensioned cable)

Rearranging terms:

P S'Cos e

22
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Now subtracting the equations for the tensioned and untensioned cases we qet

P = T sin 0 + S cos 0
.7
(P' = S' cos 0)
.7

P - V = T sin 0 + S cos 0 - S COS :

It is noted that if the shear forces and angles for the tensioned and

untensioned cables are equal, the last two terms of the above equation cancel

out. This would result in tension as a function of a constant (sin 0) and the

tensiometer applied forces, P and P'. This would allow the tension to be

calculated by subtracting the magnitude of the applied tensiometer forces for

the tensioned and untensioned cases and solving as if the cable were a perfect

string. However,shear is a function of the applied tensiometer force which

varies with cable tension. Therefore, S and S' will differ considerably. As a

result, the equation is unchanged from above. Since S and S' are not known, the

tension cannot be solved. It can be concluded that a procedure which subtracts

the applied force on an untensioned cable from a reading on a cable with tension

to eliminate beam properties is incorrect.

It is important to realize that the analytical calibration applies only for

flexible cables. The basic assumptions made do not apply to stiff cables.

Thus, direct calibration is the only alternative for stiff cables. A reasonable

limit of cable stiffness would be an untensioned reading of 10 percent of the

tensioned reading. If it was desired to use a tensiometer on a relatively stiff

cable, it would be advisable to make the tensiometer as long as possible. The

longer the distance between tensiometer end clamps, the greater the string like

qualities.

Sample Calculations

Find the tension in a inch cable using the tensiometer in Figure 14.

Suppose for a inch flexible cable under tension, the meter reading equals 42.5

(42.5 x 10-3 inches). What is the cable tension?

Solution:

The problem can be approached by an analysis of a cantilever beam giving the

relationship between the applied force and the deflection. Using the cantileve-

deflection equation:
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y (P) (3,Qx2 -
3

2
6El

I= bh
3

12

where

y = beam deflection at meter location

I = beam moment of inertia

Combining Equations

y = (P) 12 (3Rx2 - x3 )

6Ebh3

y = 2(P) (3Rx2 - x2)

Ebh
3

From Figure 14, tensiometer dimensions are;

b .5"

h = .6"

o= .335" (cable deflection)

7.05"

x = 5.7"

E = 3x107 psi (steel)

Substituting data

y 2 (P) ?3(7.05)(5.70)2 - (5.70 )3}

(3xq07) (.5)(.6)
3

y = (3.0986 x 104) (P)

P = 3227.68y Equation (1)

29
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Using the perfect string equations (justified by the use of a very flexible

cable)

0 = tan -1 c/J and P/2 = T sin e

O = tan "1 (.335)

= 2.72

P= Tsin(2.72) Equation (2)

Combining equations 1 & 2

3227.28y = Tsin(2.72)

(3227.28) y = T
(sin 2.72)

T = 68007y

The variable "y" is the distance measured by the deflection meter. The scale

reading (SR) indicates deflection in thousandths of an inch. Therefore:

y = .001 (SR)

Combining equations

T = 68.007 (SR)

The scale reading was 42.5 for this sample

T 68.007 (42.5)

T = 2890 lbs

It should be noted that this analysis is only applicable to flexible cables.

IV VIBRATION METHOD

A commonly experienced phenomenon is the way a string on a musical

instrument changes its sound when a change is made in the string's tension. The

sound change of course is due to the change in the frequency of vibration of the

string. Therefore, it seems reasonable that if one could measure the frequency

of vibratior of a vuy cable, then the tension in the cable could be determined.

Two Lypes of vibration of a tensioned guy cable will be considered. The first

type is called a transverse mechanical pulse and is shown in Figure 15. The

cable is displaced by applying a force at point "P" and releasing the cable.

The pulse travels along the cable until it reaches the right end support. The

30
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pulse is then reflected back to the left end support. The pulse repeats this

motion until it is dampened out. The velocity of the pulse is a function of the

tension in the cable, the mass of the cable and the length of the cable. The

velocity of the pulse in a tensioned guy cable can be obtained by measuring the

time it takes for the pulse to travel up the cable to the tower and to return to

the ground. The application of the force at point "P" can be accomplished by

striking the cable with a pipe or by pulling on the cable and quickly releasing

it.

The second type of vibration of a tensioned guy cable is called a standing-

wave motion and is shown in Figure 16. Both modes are easy to establish in a

tensioned guy cable by applying a sinusoidal motion to the cable several feet

away from the ground anchor. The first mode, however, is the easiest to work

with. The frequency of the wave motion is dependent upon the tension of the

cable, length of the cable, and mass of the cable. The frequency can easily be

measured by counting the number of cycles of motion over a certain time period.

Using the data for wave motion in a tensioned string, from Reference 2 (Pg

375-390), the following relationships for computing the tension force in a guy

cable are obtained:

a. Transverse Pulse

(1) v = where

v = velocity of the pulse

p = mass per unit length of the cable

F = cable tension

It should be noted here that the velocity of the transverse pulse depends

only on the inertia of the cable and not on the weight or the angle of

inclination of the cable. This is true only when the cable tension is much

greater than the cable weight and there are not any lateral forces applied to

the cable. Fortunately for this application, the above relationship is

adequate.

(2) f = v where

f frequency of vibration

x= 2 times the cable length = 2L
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(3) T = 1 where

T = period of vibration

The procedure would be to apply and release a force to the cable and then

count the number of cycles of vibration over a time period. Next compute the
number of seconds for one cycle, T, by dividing the number of cycles by the

total time.

Using equations (1), (2) and (3) we have:

v2 =F from (1)

v = fX = (1)(2L) from (2) and (3)T

Solving for F, we have:

F = (v 2 ) (p) = 4L 2 where

1 mass per unit length (slugs/ft) = w/g

w = weight per foot of cable (lbs/ft)

g = 32.2

(4) F = 4L2w where

gT

F = cable tension force (lbs)

L = distance between cable supports (Ft)

T = period of pulse (seconds)

w = weight per foot (lbs/ft)

g = 32.2

Sample Calculation:

A 1h inch steel stranded cable has a length from ground level to tower

connection (including the length of the turnbuckle) of 343.18 ft. The cable

weight is 4.73 lbs/ft.

F = 4L2w

gT2
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(4

For the period of the pulse, 10 pulses were counted in 10.06 sec.

F = 4(343.18ft)2(4.73 lb/ft)

(32.2 ft/sec 2 )Q0jgsec

F = 68,377 lbs

b. Standing Wave (HARMONIC)

(5) X = 2L/n where

X= wave length

L = distance between cable supports

n = any positive integer

n = 1 for the fundamental (first) mode

(6) v = F where

v = velocity of a transverse wave

F = cable tension

= mass per unit length of the cable

(7) f = v where

f = frequency of vibration

(8) T = 1 whereT

T = period of vibration

The procedure would be to apply a varying force to the cable at a convenient

distance from the ground anchor until a standing wave is established. Continue

to apply the force and count the number of cycles of vibration over a time

period. Next compute the number of seconds for one cycle, T, by dividing the

number of cycles by the total time.

Using equations (5), (6), (7) and (8), we have

(9) F = 4L2w where

gT
F = cable tension force (lbs)

L = cable length (Ft)

T = period of vibration (seconds)

w = weight per foot (lbs/ft)

g = 32.2
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Note that equation (9) is identical to equation (4) for the transverse pulse

since a standing wave is a continuous sinusodial transverse wave.

Sample Calculation:

A one inch steel standard cable has a length from ground level to tower

connection (including the length of the turnbuckle) of 135.79 ft. The cable has

a weight per length of 2.10 lbs/ft.

F = 4L2w-7
gT

For the period of vibration, 50 waves for 19.21 sec.

F = 4(135.79 ft) 2(2.1Olbs/ft)

(32.2ft/sec
2) 19.21secs)

2

~50

F = 32,587 lbs

Procedure for Transverse Method

1. Obtain a stopwatch.

2. Displace the cable by pulling it down.

3. Let go of the cable being careful not to push or shake.

4. Allow the wave to steady by making a few passes between the end points.

5. Place a hand on the base of the cable and count down three waves to zero and

then start the watch. This helps to insure that at time zero, a wave is just

leaving the ground on its way to the tower.

6. Count and time as many waves as possible until the pulse dampens out.

7. The value of cable length to be used in the equations must include the

distance from the work point (usually a plate where the lower end of the

turnbuckle is attached) to the ground.

Procedure for Standing Wave Harmonic Method

1. Obtain a stop watch.

2. Place a hand near the base of the cable and slowly shake.

3. Quicken the rate of the force application until the first harmonic of the

cable is reached. This can be observed from a distance if the cable forms half a

sine wave with the nodes occurring at the ends.

4. Start the watch and count a large number of waves (50) while continuing to

shake at harmonic frequency.
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NOTE: It is possible to damage the towers if excessive deflections in the cable

or tower were to occur; thus, care should be taken to keep the wave amplitude to
a minimum.

5. The value of cable length to be used in the equations must include the
distance from the work point (usually a plate where the lower end of the
turnbuckle is attached) to the ground.

FIELD OBSERVATIONS

Both frequency methods are quick methods for measuring guy cable tensions.
Excessive deformation of the cable could possibly damage the cable or tower. If
proper precautions are observed, there is little danger of structural problems.

As with the sag method, the cable tension is a squared function of the cable
length. It is important that accurate length measurements be acquired. It is

also observed that for both types of waves, transverse and harmonic, the wave is
reflecting at the ground and not at the lower work point. Therefore, the length
to be used in the equation is measured from the upper work point to the ground.

For short, light cables, the harmonic method is the easiest of the two fre-

quency procedures to use. It is very easy to find the first harmonic and since

the wave is not allowed to dampen out, a large number of waves can be counted.

$ For large heavy cables, the transverse method is more easily applied. However,

due to large cable tensions, it is necessary to use a ladder in order to
displace the cable at a location several feet above the ground.

When using the harmonic method, do not allow the tower to noticeably sway.
The cable will remain in reasonance with little effort. Since the cable fre-

quency is not a function of amplitude, the wave amplitude should be kept small.

The transverse method is convenient for large heavy cables since a large
force needs to be applied to achieve harmonic resonance. Transverse waves are

difficult to count in short cables because the wave dampens too quickly. When

displacing the cable, a quick release will result in a short pulse which will
distort little and be easy to count. It is important to be sure when timing the

wave that the watch is started on a count of zero, not one.

For both procedures, a large number of waves counted will result in greater

frequency measurement accuracy. For the harmonic method as many as 50 should be

considered.
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V FIELD COMPARISON OF THE THREE METHODS

Several cables on guyed structures at the Stockbridge Test Site were used

to compare the results from tension measurements using the sag, vibration, and
t ensiometer methods. One of the objectives of this effort was to verify that

the vibration method is valid and practical for measuring guy cable tensions.
Table 1 presents the results. The sag method was considered as a standard to

compare to. Excellent correlation exists between the sag and the vibration (or

*frequency) methods. Tensiometer results were not quite as close. Also, the

tensiometer readings were not linearly related to cable tension as required by

the analytical analysis. This shows that direct calibration is required for the
clamp-on tensiometer. The tensiometer was used on only the 12 inch cables it was
designed for. Sag and frequency methods were used on a variety of cable sizes,

including dielectric and steel materials, and also on different anchoring
arrangements. It can be concluded that all three methods of measuring guy cable

tensions are acceptable, that the vibration method is valid, and that clamp-on

tensiometers should be directly calibrated as discussed in Secti'on III.

VI SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report describes in detail three methods of measuring cable tensions

on guyed structures. The methods are sag, deflection meter, and vibration. A

field comparison using each method was made for the guyed structures at RADC's

Stockbridge Test Site. Also, this report documents the guy cable tensioning
efforts performed during the installation of the Computer Controlled Antenna
Measurement System in Appendix A. The appendix also provides complete documen-
tation of the cables used on all guyed structures at the site and the results of
the cable tension measurements performed for this effort. The results of the

field comparisons show the vibration method to be a valid and practical way to

measure cable tensions. Furthermore, it is recommended that the vibration
method be used for all future guy cable tensioning efforts. The sag method was
found to be extremely time consuming to apply. The tensiometer method is by far
the easiest and fastest method for measuring cable tensions. However, for

accurate results, especially for stiff cables, the meter should be directly
calibrated on the same size and type of cable with known tensions. Detailed

field observations for each method are given in Sections 11, 111, and IV along

with procedures and sample calculations.
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APPENDIX A

STOCKBRIDGE TEST SITE GUY CABLE DATA

The purpose of this section of the report is to document the guy cable

tensioning efforts performed during the installation of the Computer Controlled

Antenna Measurement System (CCAMS), to provide complete documentation of the
guy cables used on all guyed structures at the site, and to provide the results
of the cable tension measurements performed for this effort.

Figure A-i shows the tower arrangement. The jib is tower 11, the stabilizing
towers are 1A and 12, the twin towers, which were in place prior to the CCAMS
effort, are 5 and 1, the horizontal bridge support poles are 6, 7 and 3, and the
individual wood poles for the Interrogation Threat Subsystem are 2, 4, 9, and
10.

Figure A-2 shows the guying arrangement for the jib crane, tower 11. Figures
A-3 and A-4 show the guying arrangement for the stabilizing towers 1? and 1A,

respectively. Figure A-5 shows the guying arrangement for the horizontal
bridge. Figure A-6 shows the guying arrangement for the individual wood poles

used in the Interrogation Threat Subsystem, 2, 4, 9, and 10.

The guying arrangement for the twin towers, 1 and 5, which were not part of

the CCAMS effort, is shown in Figures A-7, A-8, and A-9. Note on Figures A-8 and
A-9, the rather unusual guying arrangement.

The following paragraphs discuss the guy cable tensioning efforts performed

during the CCAMS effort. The jib crane guys were tensioned by using the sag
method. The results were given on Pg 96 of RADC-TR-80-406, "Computer Controlled
Antenna Measurement System (CCAMS)". The tensions for the horizontal cablesLbetween the jib and the stabilizing towers IA and 12 were not measured. These

cables should be in proper tension providing the guy cables for Towers 1A and 12

that relate deviations from proper cable tensions to distances away from "ref-

erence points" are not useful for checking cable tensions. The primary reason

for this is that the physical location of the reference point (shown as 0 in the
charts) is not known. Temperature correction data is given on Pg 109 in TR-406.
Later in this Appendix, all required data for the sag method will be provided

such that cable tensions can be easily calculated. Discussion of the sag method
is given in Section II of this report.
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For the stabilizing towers, 1A and 12, only the single large cable at the top

of each tower (KA-1 and PA-1) was originally tensioned using the sag method.

All other cables were tensioned using a clamp on tensiometer. The sag method

data reported in RADC-TR-80-406 is no longer valid, however, due to a reguying

effort that subsequently took place. Extensive changes in the top plate assem-

bly where the cables attach to the tower were made. The cable tensioning

efforts for the new guying system were not documented. Proper values for cable

tensions are known from data given in Drawing 2500-0405 (Drawing is part of

data archieves at the Stockbridge Antenna Test Site). Care must be taken when

using the drawing in that three copies of this drawing exist. Each copy has

revisions that do not appear on the other copies. Therefore, when using the

drawings, each copy should be checked in order to be sure the data is not

obsolete. This Appendix will provide guy cable data that is current as of Fall,

1981.

For the horizontal bridge support poles 3, 6, and 7, four cables were ten-

sioned using the sag method and a clamp on tensiometer used on six cables for

the CCAMS effort.

For the Interrogation Threat System Poles 2, 4, 9, and 10, all cables were

tensioned using a clamp on tensiometer. Certain of the guy cables used on these

poles are Nuplaglas dielectric rods and are very stiff. The use of a clamp on

tensiometer on a cable that can exhibit beam properties is questionable unless

the device has been calibrated using known cable tensions with an in-line force

gage. Section III of this report discusses the use of a clamp on tensiometer on

stiff cables.

Concerning the twin towers I and 5, a tower face was added to tower 5 and

certain guy cables were relocated. These towers were present prior to the CCAMS

effort, and documentation of guy cable data was not provided. Prior in-house

efforts concerning these towers will be used to provide length and pretension

data.

The following paragraphs will provide all data necessary to measure guy cable

tensions for the CCAMS structures. Details on how to use the sag method-are

given in Section II of this report. Sections III and IV provide datails on how

to measure guy cable tensions using the clamp on tensiometer method and the

vibration method, respectively. Each structure will be presented separately

and appropriate notes and comments will be included.
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JIB CRANE (Tower 11)

See Figure A-2 for the guying arrangement. Table A-i provides the basic guy

cable data. The breaking strength and the proper pretension values are from

Drawing 2500-0405. The length (work point to work point) values were not taken

from the drawing, however. Length data are based on field measurements used for

the sag method during the CCAMS installation and reported in RADC-TR-80-406.

Figures A-10, A-11, and A-12 provide the necessary geometry information to solve

the sag method equations given in Section II of this report. It should be noted

that targets are not attached to the tower legs for all cables. At the time of

this report, targets for the "B" level were not present. Targets for the "C"

level were attached to the tower for use during this effort. For cable C-A3,

the top of the target tape is 7 ft, 0 inches below the cable to tower work point.

For cables C-Al and C-A2 the target tapes are 8 ft, 0 inches below the tower work

point. These vertical dimensions must be considered when collecting sag data.

Also, it should be noted that the target tapes are marked in tenths of feet, not

in inches.

STABILIZING TOWER 12

See Figure A-3 for the guying arrangement. Table A-2 provides the basic guy

cable data. The lengths for all cables were measured in the field by using an

inclinometer on the cable to measure the cable slope, and a tape measure to

measure horizontal distance from the tower leg to the cable anchor, and then

computing the chord length. If it is desired to use the sag method for

measuring cable tensions, the information in Figure A-13 is provided. Only

those cables that were measured by the sag method for this effort are listed.

Because of the modifications to the top level guying attachment, the sag method

data for cable K-Al in RADC-TR-80-406 is no longer valid.

STABILIZER TOWER 1A

See Figure A-4 for the guying arrangement. Table A-3 provides the basic guy

cable data. The same comments concerning cable material, length measurements,

modifications to the top level guying attachment, and sag data in RADC-TR-80-406

for tower 12 apply to tower 1A.
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CABLE. )IAhETER MATEIAL WE-IGIT EREAKIN& CORD ,mOPER
NUMBER P TREN&TH L-N"TI-l TENSION

LENGTH WP TO WP
(INCHES) (Ib s./Ft.) (FOUNDS) (FEET) (POUND5)

5-AL I 5TEEL 2. )0 /22.000 /Z8. 7 25000"
5S-A5 I z//2 STEL L. 73 27G000 /33.79 '-'000
5-AG I w 5T EL Ll. 7 3 27(d 000 98. G7 1 "t 600
C-Al /1 STEEL -1.73 27G0o0 3G./8 4, 8000
C -A2 I 5TEL 2.10 I 2 Z oo 2a. 29 20 000
C-A3 STFEL. 2.10 12zZoo. 2,98,72 Zoooo
DI-P 5TEEL 2- 10 122000 q .72- 200o0
C2I-K SIM E-L 2.10 )Z2 000 'l-.'72 2oooO
D,3-p 5TEEL Z.I0 .t 2Oo0 q-5.26 2C000
04- I STEFL Z0 /22000 q5.28 200o0
C-D I STEEL 2.10 12ZOO I/o. 71 Io000
_-,.,-F ,STEEL 2.10 1!22000 2 o'q. 3o z3ooo

TABLE A-1

JIB CRANE GUY CABLE DATA
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cc WORKIN& POINT
R~EFERENCE LINE

C Dimecr R~EADING6- (SHOWN H4ERE

ALREADY COR.RECTED FiDR SCOPE~

WP i mI1E CEPT foiK -rRUE G.V
TEN~SiiIO (TO 3E IVT IN -THE

P CORREC-riON DOUE TO PAftAUAX
CAVSE-D BY FTEAVIN6 A/0 7r

K EFFECTrIVC LIEN&TH
f40 SCALFE 0 DIST1ANCE FROM WF-I TO

SCOPE

&LJY DIA. W L im 0c PROPR

____(INCHES) (*/F-T) (FEET) (FEET) DGt-5)(ET TNSO

1~L 2.10 128.73 .146 HLI.,98'13 .4o 28000

SA5^ 1.5 4.73 133.739 .'44Z 4L.8,5iG qz 114000O

FIGURE A-11
GEOMETRY OF GUY SAG FOR JIB CRANE CABLES C-D & C-F
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WORKIN&r PT L.r CP
REFERENCELIN

(C DIR~ECT FEAOIN& (SHO)WN HR
Al-READY CORRECTEDJ FOR? SCOPE
~ISJPLACEMEN\JT

X ZNTIERCERT FOR,' Tf?U. GrUY
TEN5ION (ro aa rUTrt-XJ 1WF
T-eN-51N EQ~UATION)

p C01JRCTION.. OUE TO PARiALLAX
4 CAUSED fy READING- NOT

B~EING T AhEN AT THE
WORI~KN& POIN'-T LINE-:.

L D)isTANC.- FRom wF~I To v~P2
K F-rCIVE. L&N&TH

-- DIS-ANCE. FROM WVP( TO 5COPE.

GULlY 01A. WA L PAPTENSION
(-INCHES)~ 1*/FT) (irEe-) (FeeT) (IE&REES) (FEET) (Ib3.)

1 2.10 /10.7 1.927 27.70'4 1.01 146000$~~ ~ 7 r_.1__3 ___00_ _

iC-F 1 2.1 0 12 0-30 1.927 1 '(.25G 1 .'49 DOC0

FIGURE A-10

GEOMETRY OF GUY SAG LEVEL "PB"



DAeE LEC7 IN&

C DI1RECTFEAc'INC, (SHOW&~ HEREF.

ALREADY COF?FCTE.I FoF? 5COFRE

I TINTERCEPT FOR? Tnue o-uy
NO0 5LALE TZ"SONS (TO BF- PUT IN -rHF-

r.N510N e:QtATIO'.I)
PCORREC-rioK DUJE Tro PARALS..AX

CAUSe-D t~y RADIW~& MIOT 5F-4N6

T'AKFN AV TtHE VWORKU'& I*OiN7-

L. 0I5TANCI6 F9'Ofy WPI To WP2

Y) EFFECTIVFE LF-N&TH-

0 0ISrA.CE FROMI A/Pl 70 1COPE-

G -Ul 01A. W L MA P ~ ~ p
TESON

___INCHES) */r-t aEET' FEET;(DE&RPEES) (FEET)it C-Al 1.5 H,? 331 3(0 -I~ b 36 8000
C-A2 1 2.10 2a5.2 3 54. 61678 5./ 20000

C-A3 1 2.10 23.23.67 5'1. q567 5.13 200o0
FIGURE A-12

GEOMETRY OF GUY SAG LEVEL "C"
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CALE b)AMF2TFRMA7ERIAL WEICGHT I I EAKING- CORD PROPF'R
NUMBER PER 5TRENG-T- LEN&TH T-FNSON.

L ENG-TtH WP To WF'

(INCHE5) (Ibs. /f .) (POUND5) (FEr') (POUNDS,)

( -AH Vz STEEL .517 2(o00 IJfl. 5 3000
&-A5 V2 5ThFE L ,517 2G O I-.O 3000

G-A(o 5Z TEL .517 2(G0O /-i9./ 3000
H-AH 1/2 STEEL .517 Z.(oO /72.2 3GOC&
I--A5 '/Z STEEL .517 2 ,o 300 1 7(o.1 3000

H-Ao I/2 STEEL .517 2 I-o / 75.(. 3000
K-AI I 112 STEEL H. 73 2760OO 2O.8 5(0000
K -AZ 1/2 STEEL .517 2o o ZO.2 5OOO

K-A3 1/2 5TEEL .517 2 229. - 5000

CA3LE DIAMETER MATERIAL WEI-/T 5REAK/NI& CORD

NUMBER PER 5TREN&TH LrIzJGTH TENSION

L.FN& TF W TO WP

(INCHES)((Nc16Es. /t.) (PoUN DS) (FEET) (POUNDS)

M-ALf 5/8 DIELEC .27 30000 i'-1,.5 3000

Nl-A5 5/8 DIELEC. .27 30000 197.0 3000

M- Ado 5/b DIE L EC. , 7 00 /'1(. o 3000

N- AH b/ D)ELEC,. .27 30 00 / 7,9, , 3000

N -A5 5/b DIELF-C. .27 0,00) 1 75.(o 3OC

N -A(D 5/8 DIELEC, .27 30 o0 177. 6 300(0)

P-AI I 1Z STEEL 1-1.73 27, 00 () Z ,3.5 5bOOo

iP-A2 S/a STEEL 'a)5 'izLO0 2 3.O 8000

P-A3 5/8 5T L , f.63 Li2/) Z, 3.0 2 000

TABLE A-3

TOWER IA GUY CABLE DATA
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HORIZONTAL BRIDGE POLES 3, 6, 7

See Figure A-5 for the guying arrangement. Table A-4 provides the basic guy

cable data. The cable length values were field measured as described for tower

12. Material and breaking strength data are from SRL drawing 2500-0405.

INTERROGATION THREAT SYSTEM POLES 2, 4, 9, 10

See Figure A-6 for the guying arrangement. Table A-5 provides the basic guy

cable data. The cable length values were field measured as described for tower

12. The material data are from SRL drawing 2500-0405.

TOWERS 5 AND 1

See Figures A-7, A-8, and A-9 for the guying arrangement. Table A-6 provides

the basic guy cable data. These towers were in place prior to the CCAMS effort;

however, certain guy cables were relocated. Limited structural data for these

towers is available. The proper pretension values are based on engineering

judgment. A reasonable design practice is to pretension the cables to one half

the maximum cable stress under extreme environmental loads. For a cable that

has a breaking stength four times the maximum stress, the pretension load would

be one eighth of the breaking strength. It is assumed that the cables are high

strength steel with a breaking strength of 29,600 lbs.

Prior to the CCAMS effort, field measurements of the guy cable lengths were

made for a proposed effort to replace allthe steel cables with Nuplaglas rods.

Although the reguying effort did not take place, the field measurements are

used for this Appendix. For those cables that were relocated, analytical

corrections were made to the field measurements.

FINAL CALCULATED TENSIONS

Table A-7 gives the results of the vibration method applied to each guyed

structure at the Stockbridge Test Site. The values for cables C-A2 and C-A3 on

Tower 11 are from sag data as vibration data for these cables was not collected.

A calculated tension, based on field measurements, that differs from the pre-

scribed pretension by 25% would be acceptable considering the many factors that

affect field measurements. Wind forces and temperature variations were

observed to produce noticeable changes in cable sag and tension. The prescribed

pretensions are for a temperature of 550 F. The field measurements
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CABLE IAVIETER MATERIAL WEiTHr 5fEAK(N& CORD P1ROPEFI'
NUMi3FER F~ER 5TRENGnh LF-N&rTH TENSION

LEN6TR- Wp TO Wp
____(INCH-ES) '(I___ (lbS/ft.) -(POUNDS) (F -E E ) (Po u mD S)

R-AI STEEL.. 1. -55 46000 /LLf~ )4000
R -A2 yq STEF-L 1.155 C, 1 -) I LZ -8 ) 9OO0

W7A3 3/q S T EL-F- ). ./55 v QcC i q2..0 I14000

Q-A5 8 ST F -L.. .81,3 2,,tco@ '8. 3 7000
q A. 518 STEE L- .913 qz'loc ea.3 0-,

V -Ar 5/8 ST~FFl- .8,3 '-/qoo '3.I 8000
v - t.,a S- s-rE FL .8!3 q 2140 Si 1' - :

S- A /2 ~T-r r'. .517 z4300 j5!.' tccc
510 -AIO 11-/aE - .517 26300~ ',-) ,q

ik- /z '&Tr! s1.7 Z (oac) 5Z.3 "fo
5- V I Z STE,!:L .5)7 5 S -539C

TABLE A-4'1HORIZONTAL BRIDGE GUY CABLE DATA
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CABLE DIAMETER A1ATERIAL.. WeI&H-r IREAXIW~ CORI> POE
NUMBE MR 5TiREN.&T LF-N6,TH TENSION

r Elq6TH w 11D V/p

Al 1 /2 STE -L .517 260o0 101-83 3o00
AZ /12 S7TE -L .5/7 26000 /00 - 8 3000

1/2 5TF E L .5/7 2-(,000 101.12~ 3000

WOOD~ POLE /0 ___ __

CABLE- DIAMETEFR MATETIAL WF-I&HT BSREAKIW~ CORD POE
NUIMBER M TREIJ&D4 LF-N&TH TENSION

___(lNc"Es) (I___ (bs/ft.) (POUNDS) (FFEr) (POUNDS)

Al1 5/8 I)ELEC. .27 30 00)0 /00.08 300
A2 5/8 D I fLf!C. .2z7 30 00 /01-/Z. 300
A3 5/8 0JC-LE C .27 30 000 /01 .55 3000

WVOOD POLE 3

CABLE f L'AMETER MATEIAL- Wr-)&HT 1 BREAKINfr CORD PR~OPER
NUMBER PERs 5rREP1&Th LF-N&TH- TENSION

L&46TI Wp TO wp
-- (INCJES) ___ (I 6S./ft.) (POUNDS) (FET) Poui4 D 5)

AtI r/ IELEC. .27 30000 /0/5 7 -3000*

A2- 5/8 IELEC. .27 3o00 102S 7 3000
A3 5/8 OlEI t'?c. 1-.27. .3oooo 1 38-.52 3000

WOOD) POLE. ____

CABLE DJPNMETE~ MATERIALI WRI&HT~ BREAKIN6- CORI> PROPER

NUJMER MR !TRENCYTH LU.J&TH TENSION
LEN6TH wp 70wp (euAD5

_____(INC1E S) ______(bs/ft.) (FouND's) (F~EET) (Putt)

IAl 1/2 -ST F-E. L .517 2~Q 00,40 0o00
AZ. 112 STE-EL -5/7 2GoOOD 8./~G 3000
A3 1/2 5TEF.L .5)17 2(03S00 100. 00 3cc

TABLE A-5

1J00D POLE GUY CABLE DATA
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CABLE DIAMETER~ MATERIALT WEI&Wr BREAKIN& CORD ARbt
NUMIABER f STREN*1H LEN&TH- TIEP41i0M

LINGTW WFrTO WP i
(INCAE 5) (1 bV./t) (POUNDS) (FETL) tFouljob)

QWIl 5/8 STEEL .8I3 20(OO /(o(o.38 I3700
Q54 56 STEEL .8( t3 z3(oco I q7..2 3-700

tGNZ 'TE .913 2.3(.oQO )A-13. /7 3700
t>N2 5/8 I.Tf-L .(913 20G0C:) 19-3.060 3700)
£E3 5/8 5TE:EL ,6,13 200 )48.Q8 37/00

D5Li 5/8 5STF-EL 93 2,9(go Iq42LH ;700

Ri/l *818 STE 3 2,(Qc) 203.35 37C0
5/8 5TE EL 25,c)0 203.33 370 0

P.51 TEEL "-3 - (o CX) ',38. 73 3700

RA4 5/6 5TC-EL 3 2f'Goo / 84.9 70-

EN 3 5/8 s rE- I-. .?i! 2168.8/388783
EE 3 5/8 STE

Ss / VFEEL .81.3 2.orc'c' 18.3 37 0
Zw 1 5/8 STEEL .,q13 ~ X 223.15 9c

SN~2 5/8 STfEL .013 2,9O0: 212.S' >'

FNI 2. .5/8 ThfL &' 23 (coc 212.05 .t

FSL 5,1 .Y5 33 2 9 r, , Z08. 72 >7:

TABLE A-6

TOWERS 1 & 5 GUY CABLE DATA
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CABLE TOWER PROPER CALCULATED CABLE TOWER PROPER CALCULATED
PRETENSION TENSION PRETENSION TENSION
(pounds) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds)

B-A4 11 28,000 31,400 R-AI 6-7-3 14,000 1Z0m
B-A5 11 44,000 52,400 R-A2 6-7-3 14,000 12,600
B-A6 11 44,000 55,000 W-A3 6-7-3 14,000 12,000
C-Al 11 68,000 58.400 W-A4 6-7-3 14,000 13,600
C-A2 11 20,000 26,200 Q-A5 6-7-3 7,000 5,200
C-A3 11 20,000 20,200 Q-A6 6-7-3 8,000 6,200
DI-P 11 20,000 --- V-A7 6-7-3 8,000 6,700
02-K 11 20,000 --- V-A8 6-7-3 8,000 6,800
D3-P 11 20,000 --- S-A9 6-7-3 4,000 2,600
04-K 11 20,000 --- S-AIO 6-7-3 4,000 1,700
C-D 11 16,000 --- Q-S 6-7-3 4,000 ---
C-F 11 29,000 --- S-V 6-7-3 4,000 ---

G-A4 -1 3,bo - z',-u Al' wP4 3,000 1,300
G-A5 12 3,000 2,500 A2 WP4 3,000 1,700
G-A6 12 3,000 2,700 A3 WP4 3,000 2,100
H-A4 12 3,000 3,100
H-A5 12 3,000 2,900 3,000
H-A6 12 3,000 3,600 A2 WPIO 3,000 1,400
K-Al 12 56,000 29,100 A3 WPIO 3,000 1,600
K-A2 12 8,000 8,800
K-A3 12 9,000 4,000 Al wP9 i,0o0 is u

A2 WP9 3,000 1,700
M-A4 1A 2,8O0 A3 WP9 3,000 1,300
M-A5 1A 3,000 2,400
M-A6 1A 3,000 2,500 AT WPr -,U V, oo
N-A4 1A 3,000 2,600 A2 WP2 3,000 2,000
N-A5 1A 3,000 2,300 A3 WP2 3,000 2,300
N-A6 1A 3,000 2,800
P-Al 1A 56,000 29,500 QW1 -b 3,0 Z,bUu
P-A2 1A 8,000 4,800 QS4 1-5 3,700 2,600
P-A3 1A 8,000 9,300 QN2 1-5 3,700 2,300

- DN2 1-5 3,700 3,000
NOTE: DE3 1-5 3,700 2,900
1. All calculated tensions were DS4 1-5 3,700 2,200
rounded off to the nearest hundred lbs. RN1 1-5 3,700 2,300
2. A dashed line signifies the cable RSl 1-5 2,700 2,100
was not measured. RN2 1-5 3,700 1,900
3. C-Al, C-A2, & C-A3 from sag data RS4 1-5 3,700 2,000

EN2 1-5 3,700 2,500
KU to Tower Labels EN3 1-5 3,700 1,600
11 - Jib Crane EE3 1-5 3,700 1,600
12 - Stabilizing Tower ES4 1-5 3,700 1,700
1A - Stabilizing Tower SW1 1-5 3,700 1,700
6-7-3 - Horizontal Bridge SN2 1-5 3,700 2,200
WP2 - Wood Pole SS4 1-5 3,700 2,200
WPIO - Wood Pole FN2 1-5 3,700 2,500
WP9 - Wood Pole FE3 1-5 3,700 2,000
WP4 - Wood Pole FS4 1-5 3,700 2,600
1-5 - Twin Towers

TABLE A-7

FINAL CALCULPTED TENSIONS
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for this effort were made in temperatures between 75 F and 850 F. A 20 degree
increase in temperature would result in a decrease in cable tension of approxi-
mately 3 to 5 percent, for example, on the steel cables used on the jib.

For each structure, the following comments are made:

Tower 11

All cables that were measured are properly tensioned. Cables 01-P, D2-K, D3-

P, and D4-K were not measured since proper tensioning of Towers 12 and 1A will

result in proper tensioning of these cables. Cables C-D and C-F that support

the weight of the horizontal boom of the jib were not measured because of their

locations. However, these cables, as well as all of the cables attached to the
jib, could be checked by using a transit and comparing tower deflections with

the field measurements reported in Pg 97-101 of RADC-TR-80-406. Time did not

permit field measurement of tower deflections for this effort.

Tower 12

Two cables on this tower, K-Al and K-A3, were found to be tensioned con-

siderably less than prescribed.

Tower 1A
Two cables on this tower, P-Al and P-A2, were found to be tensioned con-

siderably less than prescribed.

Horizontal Bridge (Poles 6, 7, 3)

Cables S-A9 and S-A1O were found to be tensioned considerably less than

prescribed. Cables Q-S and S-V were not checked because of their locations;

however, these cables are not critical for structural stabilty and survival.

Wood Poles 2, 4, 9, 10

All cables on these structures are tensioned considerably less than pre-

scribed. However, structural deflections during high winds for these poles are

not critical. Present cable tensions are adequate.

Towers 1 and 5

All cables on these towers are tensioned somewhat below prescribed values.

Note, however, that the prescribed values are based on engineering judgment and

not on a detailed force analysis of the tower system. At this time, the cable

tensions are considered adequate.
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